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Abstract
Samples of 316L steel have been exposed to Boiling Light
Water Reactor chemistry for between forty and seven
thousand hours. These samples, with three different
surface finishes, 'as -delivered', mechanically polished and
electro-polished, have been analysed by Sputtered Neutral
Mass Spectrometry and profiles of the constituent alloying
elements have been obtained. Differences in the oxide that
has built-up are compared and discussed in terms of
current ideas of corrosion mechanisms.

The structure of the oxide changes with exposure
time for the experimental conditions. The effect of surface
finish and water velocity have a clear marked effect on the
oxide structure and growth rate, respectively: samples in a
low water velocity stream (0.038ms"1) form the protective
oxide, chromia, and some mixed spinels; electro-polished
samples have no chromium layer but show possible
secondary passivation through the build-up of nickel; and
samples in high velocity (1 & 10 ms"1 ) water form a
simple structured oxide that dc - not reach a saturation
thickness after 291 days but steadily increases.

1 Introduction
The light water reactor simulation loop (LWR-Loop)
operating at PSI to study current Swiss boiling water
reactor (BWR) water chemistry, with respect to the build
up of oxides on steel surfaces, has produced a series of
samples for surface analysis. Of particular interest is the
mechanism of the build-up of oxide, the structure and
composition of the alloy/oxide interface and the surface
that is in contact with the water. Also of interest is the
relationship between the different alloying elements and
oxygen, in particular, the build-up of cobalt in the oxide,
which produces the largest radiation hazard to personnel
from the gamma-emitting isotope ^Co. Studies of
materials and chemistry may give some insight to its build-
up and give data for the modelling of the oxide
development accounting for the physical parameters found
under BWR plant operational conditions.

2 Experimental conditions

2.1 Test loop parameters

The loop consists of three test sections constructed from
316L steel, with different water flow rates and the
following parameters:

Operating temperature:
pressure:

Water O2 content:
inlet conductivity:

Water velocity, flowrate:

563 K,
9MPa
400 ppb

0.038 ms"1

1 ms'1,
10 ms'1,

0.05dm3s"1

0.5dmV
0.5dmV

2.2 Water preparation

Demineralized water is passed through a dual ion
exchange bed followed by polishing by a Millipore Waters
system. This achieves a water quality of =0.05 uScm"1.
The stored treated water is constantly recycled through the
polishing system to maintain the desired quality.

The feed water is constantly purged with argon
containing sufficient oxygen that, at 298 K and 0.1 MPa,
equilibrium gives 400 ppb ±5% O^. The feed oxygen is
continuously measured at room temperature by
electrochemical detectors.

2.3 Test material and surface finish

Each test section contains samples in the form of a single
long strip of nuclear grade 316L steel, DIN XlOCrNiMoTi
18 10, 7 mm x 1.5 mm, with an original length of 1.3 m.
The specifications of the steel are given in Table 1.

DIN

DEL.

Si

<1.0

1.33

Mo

2.0-2.5

0.024

Mn

<2.0

1.33

Cr

16.5-
18.5

16.74

Ni

10.5-
13.5

10.62

Ti

>5xC

0.36

Co

0.05

—

Table 1:Standard Composition (DIN) and Deliverer's
Specifications (DEL) of316L steel.

Three different surface finishes have been used: 'as
delivered', mechanically polished and electro-polished.
The 'as delivered' samples were cold rolled and exhibit a
roughness R, of 150nm ±10% as measured with a Tencor
P-2 Long Scan Profiler. The mechanically polished
sample was treated with a polishing band of grain size 220;
this sample had the same degree of roughness as the cold
rolled steel. Anodic electro-polishing of samples, for the
third surface finish, was performed at the Paul Scherrer
Institute using a commercial solution containing
phosphoric acid.
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3 Sputtered neutral mass
spectrometry

To enabie a picture of the oxidation processes, under the
experimental conditions lo be obtained. Sputtered Neutrals
Mass Spectrometry, SNMS, was performed using Leybold
IN A3 equipment. Samples have been taken from the loop
at time intervals of 31,97,180 and 291 days. 20 cm pieces
were taken from the original sample at each shut down.
From this a 7x7 mm sample was analysed.

SNMS gives elemental composition depth profiles
that are quantifiable and easily interpreted, measuring post
ionised sputtered neutral species from the surface. It is a
destructive technique, using a plasma to erode through the
oxide and into the alloy. The surface is continuously
eroded by a low energy argon plasma; sputtered atoms
from the surface are separated and measured by
quadrupole mass spectrometry. Table 2 gives the
operating parameters used during analysis:

°«H !NM5orA].[fclivei<xlS«9kl80rJly>iliLWR-Loop

Primary Ion

Scanned Area

Quadrupole mode

Post Ionisalion

Pnmarv Ion Energy

Normalised Signal

Ar*. 4.0 x 10 bar plasma
_ 2

= 7mm
Peak Jump Analysis

Direct Bombardment

375 V or 800 V

Relative to Fs

Table 2: SNMS Operating Parameters.

The instrument has been calibrated so that elemental
sensitivity factors can be taken into account for the
quantitative analysis of: Mn, Ni, Cr, Ti, Co and Fe. The
intensities relative to the major alloying element, iron,
have been followed as a function of sputter time/depth
giving a picture of the changes that occur during the stages
of oxidation.

A correlation between sputter time and crater depth
has been made from depth profiles of a series of craters
produced by SNMS sputtering, which were measured using
a Tencor P-2 Long Scan Profiler with an estimated error of
10%. Errors associated with the surface and the crater
roughness have to be taken into account; these have been
averaged over as large a scanned area as possible in the
calculation of the crater depth. The final error being the
combined values of the mean roughness of both surface
and crater. The profile of the final oxide/alloy was
convened into a sputter rate from the sputter time, which
in turn was converted into an erosion depth for all the
samples under the fore-mentioned conditions.

4 Data handling and analysis

The data generated for each sample consist of a series of
sputter times and, for each of these, a value in counts per
second for each element. The data are then corrected for
sensitivity factors, an intrinsic part of the instrumentation.
The corrected values have then been transformed to give
comparisons relative to the iron content. Plotting the data
as sputter lime versus the intensity relative to iron gives the

Fig 1: SNMS of 'as-delivered' sample after 180 days in the
LWR-Loop ( water velocity 0.038 ms'1)

Fig 2: SNMS of mechanically polished sample after 180
days in the LWR-Loop ( water velocity 0.038 w*1 ;
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Fig 3: SNMS of electro-polished sample after 180 days
in the LWR-Loop (water velocity 0.038 ms'1)

elemental trend of the oxide profile in atom per cent.
Figures 1 to 3 are examples of results from 'as delivered',
mechanically polished and electro-polished samples,
respectively, after exposure to a water velocity of 0.038
ms1. At the right hand side of the graphs, i.e., at large
sputter times, is the relative intensity of elements in the
alloy itself. Towards the left, 0 to =500 seconds, is the
oxide layer. The thickness of the oxide, in nanometres, for
each sample has been calculated at the point where
characteristic changes in the oxide composition take place.
This has been taken as the oxide-alloy interface. The
depth at this point has been calculated firstly after the data
has been smoothed using a Fast Fourier smoothing curve
fit. Subsequently the conventionally used method,
calculating the point where the value is half maxima, i1/2i

of the elemental concentration has been used, converting
the sputter time to depth using the calculated rate from
profilimetry previously mentioned. Table 3 shows the
result of the above calculations. From these values (Table
3 ) it can be seen that, wiih a water velocity of 0.038ms-1,
all three surface finishes have nearly reached a plateau in
ihe elemental depth profile for major alloying elements and
oxygen after 97 days. That is, the composition and oxide
thickness have reached an equilibrium. Figures 4-6, using
the data from Table 3, plot 'depth' (i.e. the distance
sputtered into the oxide to where t]/2 occurs for an element,
as previously described) versus exposure time show this
very clearly, taking into account handling and
experimental errors The electro-polished samples show
some discrepancy, and the electro- polished samples that

Davs O Mn Ni Cr Co

"As Delivered": 0.038 ms'1

31

97

180

291

328

326
397

430

217

234

234

257

238

372

374

421

324

352

326

326

351

362

409

409

Mechanically polished: 0.038 ms'1

31

97

ISO

291

187

297

284

236

85

319

320

292

340

341

369

365

222

368

369

365

190

257

239

253

Electro-polished: 0.038 ms"1

31

97

180

291

323

468

491

585

234

409

421

444

331
*

*

*

437

444

468

414

331

702

702

702
Electro-polished: 1 ms'1

31

97

180

291

409
947

1123

1400

585
842

880

1000

640

810

1010

1123

585

870

1053

1287

585

1345

1520

1569
ElectiD-polished: 10 ms'1

31

97

180

291

210

723

974

1543

503

585

1081

1506

250

594

830

1180

329

482

710

1049

188

778

1007

1422

Table 3: Depths (nm) at which elemental maxima occur.

have been exposed to higher water velocities do not show
this characteristic.

In addition, the weight percent from the atom
percent of the major constituents has been calculated for
the bulk material of the alloy. Comparison of the results
with the values from the manufacturer's specifications
indica'^s good reproducibility by this analytical method.
For example, iron, has a standard deviation of 1.51% from
the mean value of 70.06% which has been calculated from
the measurement of twenty samples. Also, the stability
during a series of separate measurements has been
calculated for the iron data: eight samples at loop water
velocities of 1 and 10 ms"1: 71.66% Fe with a standard
deviation of 0.53%; twelve samples at 0.038 ms"1: 70.44%
having a standard deviation of 0.88%.

On inspection of Figures 1-3, it can be seen that
there is a marked enrichment of both chromium and nickel
for 'as delivered' and mechanically polished samples in the
region next to the alloy, whereas this phenomenon is not
observed for the electro-polished sample. This has been
observed in all of the experimental situations (hat have
been measured.

Analysis by scanning electronmicroscopy shows
that all the samples have a highly crystalline
externalsurface: an outer oxide layer. Samples show a
broadening of the oxide-alloy interfacial region, which
increases with exposure time. The most likely cause being
the roughening of the alloy during film growth [1].

Figures 7 and 8 plot depth, in nanometres, versus,
exposure lime to LWR-Loop conditions for the electro-
polished samples with flow conditions 1 and 10ms'1'
respectively, giving three different flow conditions for this
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Fig. 6:Depth (t 1/a) vs Exposure Time: Electro-
polished samples (water velocity 0.038ms'^)

surface finish (see also Fig. 6). The electro-polished
samples that have been exposed to higher water velocities
do not show the same characteristic plateau observed in
Figures 4-6; they, in fact, show an accelerated increase in
depth with higher water velocities. It is immediately
evident that the corrosion rate and oxide thickness shows
a relatively strong dependence upon the water flow. At
0.038 ms*1, the layer has generally reached a steady state
after 97 days. Sample exposures at 1 and 10 ms'1 have
not attained a plateau by 291 days, and the rates of growth
are substantially different, as indicated by their depth-time
slopes in Figures 7 and 8. The rates being a factor 8 and a
factor 12 greater, respectively, than that of samples with a
water flow rate of 0.038 ms'1, and the mean oxide
thickness at 1 and 10ms'1 is in the order of a factor two
greater. Figure 9 is a plot of water velocity versus average
rate of oxide growth for the three different flows. The
rates of growth, being calculated from the mean of the
gradients for each constituent element in the three
samples, are as follows :

0.038ms'1 = 0.26 nmd'1

lms'1 = 2.06 nmd'1

10ms'1 = 3.35 nmd'1

5 Discussion

The 'as-delivered' and mechanically polished samples,
0.038 ms'1 flow rate, would seem to follow trends
previously reported [2]. Observations made in the study of
PSI LWR-Loop samples would seem to concur with Wild
et al.'s analysis [3] and the ideas reported by Robertson
[2]. Wild et al., studying oxide growth using AES (Auger
Electron Microscopy) and working at elevated
temperature (873K), showed that the bulk of the surface
oxide is in the form of the rhombohedral G2O3. In the
case cited, it almost immediately incorporated manganese
to form the spinel MnCr2O4 . Analogously to this, it can
be speculated that in PSI LWR-Loop samples, the
manganese is being replaced by nickel to give the spinel:
NiCr2O4, for the 'as delivered' surface finish (see Fig. 1).

Bogaerts et al. [4] show that some important
enrichments or depletions of the alloying constituents Fe,
Cr and Ni are observed in the surface layers, with a strong
influence of the electrochemical potential upon the
composition of the passive surface. It was observed that,
at low temperatures, an increasing enrichment of
chromium and nickel, due to the selective dissolution of
iron, occurs with potentials in the primary passive region.
A sharp decrease in the chromium content, along with a
corresponding relative enrichment of nickel, is caused by
the strong transpassive dissolution behaviour of
chromium. With increasing temperature, this transpassive
dissolution begins at a lower electrode potential, becoming
increasingly significant. This information can be used to
speculate on the electrochemical conditions that have been
seen by the LWR-Loop samples. At a potential of
approximately -300 mV, strong chromium and nickel
enrichments are found; at potentials higher than -150 mV,
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Fig. 7: Depth (tr/2) vs Exposure Time: Electro-polished
samples (water velocity lms":)

Fig. 8: Depth <t1/z) vs Exposure Time: Electro-polished
samples (water velocity 10ms'1)

U>1 Waiet Vdociy

Fig. 9: Water velocity vs Average growth rate of oxide
layer (nmd'1)for Electro-polished samples

the transpassivity of chromium occurs and its depletion
observed. A degree of caution must be observed, as the
redox values belong to rather specificconditions. Large
differences are seen between the electro-polished samples
and the other surface finishes, with long exposure times.
'As-delivered' and mechanically polished finishes have
inner layers with a pronounced enrichment, followed by a
sharp decrease, in chromium. They indicate a duplex
layer. The iron profile decreases sharply; congruent with
this, concentration profiles of Ni and Cr rising
immediately from the alloy concentration have been
observed. If this were due to migration of the metallic
ions, a decrease in their concentrations would be observed
prior to the enrichment [5],[6]. The observation that,
when the iron count rates decrease (i.e. in the oxide), the
count rate does not level to give a constant concentration,
but continues to decrease where the other alloying elements
enrich, can be used to argue in favour of the selective
dissolution theory. However, the outer layer is again iron-
rich, probably the iron-rich spinel, magnetite [4]. This
follows the theory of Robertson for low temperature
aqueous systems.

The samples that have been electro-polished do not
show this enrichment of chromium in the region next to
the alloy, rather the opposite. This could be an indication
that chromium may be in a transpassive potential region
[5] higher than -150 mV. Under unfavourable conditions
for secondary passivity, this could result in the breakdown
of the general passivity. The secondary passivity is, in
general, governed by nickel [7]. In the samples analysed
here that have experienced a water velocity of 1 and
10 ms'1, no enrichment of chromium in the region next to
the alloy was found; however, the oxide shows an increase
in the nickel towards the surface as the chromium
decreases. This could be interpreted as secondary
passivation. Unlike with the other surface finishes, the
oxide in these samples seems to be one layer, the analysis
of iron showing a totally flat region in the oxide purports
to preferential dissolution of iron.

6 Summary and Conclusions

The effect of surface finish has a clear relationship to the
oxide structure, as well as corrosion rate. This can be seen
most clearly in samples with the lowest water flow rate:
'As delivered' indicating an enrichment in chromium and
nickel; mechanically polished having an oxide enriched in
chromium, nickel and manganese; and electro-polished
showing no enrichment of alloy constituents. This can be
explained speculatively in terms of surface roughness and
work hardening for the 'as-delivered' and mechanically
polished surfaces, respectively [6]. In the latter case
Lumsden [6] found an increased dislocation density to a
depth of =10 Jim, allowing faster diffusion by short-
cutting; however, this was observed at higher temperatures
than used in this study.

'As-delivered' and mechanically polished samples in
LWR-loop water show the development of a classic passive
layer which is rich in chromium. This also includes an
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enrichment of nickel, which is slightly out of phase with
the chromium. This can most probably be attributed to
differences in diffusion rates of these two ions. In contrast
to this, the electro-polished samples show only a slight
nickel enrichment. A speculative explanation could be
that, in the case of less finished surfaces, the increased
surface area due to roughness and exposure of gTain
boundaries provides more nucleation points for both
chromium and nickel. The general observations of these
samples support the hypothesis proposed by Robertson, of
duplex layer formation by solid state diffusion of metal
ions, and precipitation at the water/oxide interface
producing the outer layer.

Electro-polished samples show no chromium
enrichment. Applying the electrochemical theory of
Bogaerts et al. [4], this could indicate the possible redox
conditions operating in the LWR-Loop. The dissolution of
chromium, with a corresponding increase in relative nickel
intensity, being due to a transpassive anodic potential.
Most noticeably, samples with 1 ms'1 water flow show an
enrichment of nickel, which is also observed in the 10 ms"1

samples to a lesser extent.
The rate of corrosion can be clearly seen to be

influenced by the water velocity. At rather slow rates, the
film is at equilibrium after 97 days. This is also
commensurate with the enrichment of chromium to form a
passive film which, from solid state diffusion theory, would
be the limiting factor to oxide development. It can be
speculated that the increased corrosion rates, and the fact
that saturation has, as yet after 291 days, not been reached,
with increased water flow rates are caused by the lack of
protective chromia at the inner oxide alloy interface such
that water can penetrate the magnetite layer as metal ions
migrate from the alloy.

Finally, the corrosion mechanism of the samples
can be put into two categories which combine the ideas of
both Robertson [2] and Tomlinson cited by Bornak [!}.
Firstly, the 'as-delivered and mechanically polished
samples show a crystalline outer oxide layer, whose source
is probably the water [6], followed by a layer of mixed
spinels, M3O4, or chromia, formed in high temperature
aqueous solutions (=300°C). The oxide formed is probably
a spinel rather than chromia which forms at high
temperature (=600°C), the nucleation rate being too slow
at 300 C. The mechanism of selective dissolution at low
temperatures fails as it cannot release the required amounts
of iron to solution at 300°C. However non-selective
oxidation as outlined by Robertson [2] would explain the
observed Cr-Ni enrichment without their depletion from
the bulk alloy.

The model of Tomlinson [7] fits the electropolished
samples, in so far as it suggests a two layer system of
magnetite: a crystalline outer layer, as with the other
surface finishes, and an inner oxide layer with no
enrichment of alloying elements. According to Tomlinson
the oxidant (water or O2") diffuses through pores or grain
boundaries reacting with the metal to give Fe3O.,, iron
diffuses away from the metal by vacancy diffusion along
the grain boundaries. At the solution oxide interface, Fe2*

forms a series of hydrolyzed ions. These may then react to
form the outer magnetite layer.

The use of surface analysis techniques such as
SNMS, using sputtering and profilimetry, have made
possible the measurement of corrosion rales as well as
giving a detailed picture of the structural morphology of
she oxide that has been built up on steel surfaces. This
enhances the knowledge previously obtained through
weight changes alone. The realisation of such
measurements indicates the clear advantage of using
modern surface analytical techniques over and above the
simple measurement of weight change. Measurement of
weight change may be a good method for studies in a static
autoclave in saturated water, but not in a dynamic loop.
Also, from weight changes, the structural morphology of
the oxide is not detailed. However, this method still has a
role in the measurement of thick films where it would be
uneconomic to utilise other techniques. Currently, an
increasing number of publications concerning corrosion
contain information from vacuum techniques such as AES,
SIMS and XPS, with weight change measurements
becoming rare, indicating the trend in this research field.
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